Tools for TS research groups
How to create specific steps for research questions
Ayia Napa (CY), Third U4V Training School, February 14th-17th 2022

Architecture, Urban
Heritage, Landscape?

Introduction
What?
Why?
How?

Unique? More than a
resource? Large and
Costly?
Community vs Global?
Protection vs
development?

Define what is under the
ground
Specific values for the
community
Solution space:
sustainable, inclusive, and
intelligent
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1. What is your challenge?
▪ Moving beyond the monument preservation, focusing on the entire human
environment?
▪ Putting together built environment, intangible heritage, cultural diversity,
socio-economic and environmental factors along with local community values
in a (formal or informal) planning process?
▪ Involving more people in preservation efforts, raising levels of awareness?
▪ Seeking innovative schemes?
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2. What could you do?

Help communities seeing
ahead, behind, above,
below, besides, beyond,
and through

▪ Changing focal point, from the
heritage sites to the people and their
human environment
▪ Moving from an object-centred to a
people-centred approach
▪ Stimulating interaction and
cross-fertilisation
▪ Supporting “Why?” and “How?”
questions, through a strategic thinking
process
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2. What could you do?
▪ Empowering communities not actively involved
in UBH valorisation

Stakeholders’
participation level
and facilitator role

▪ Providing access to information or resources and
supporting stakeholders in a relationships
▪ Showing how to achieve value-added by working
together rather than alone, enhancing democratic
governance, and ensuring relevant and effective
decisions
▪ Pressing for defining responsibilities for each
stakeholder
▪ Enhancing and consolidating the legitimacy of public
authorities
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2. What could you do?
▪ Supporting transition towards
sustainability

Changes in
inter-dependent
societal systems
and across multiple
scales

▪ Integrating heritage conservation strategies
within the larger goals of the overall
sustainable development:
▪ Processes going far beyond the simple
conservation, restoration, and physical
rehabilitation or repurposing of a site

▪ Developing initiatives in niches
▪ Promoting experimentation, learning, and
sharing ideas at community level
▪ Living Labs
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2. What could you do?

Protected spaces supported by
research groups, and animated
by local communities, visionary
stakeholders, and citizens

▪ Helping to take decisions and solve
conflicts
▪ Provide knowledge for allowing local
communities to develop, nurture,
experiment, and learn in real-life
circumstances, without immediate or direct
pressure
▪ Support precise and accepted visions
▪ Encourage collective creativity and activate
circular processes of governance
▪ Generate pressure on the regimes for
conceiving alternative solutions
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3. How to shape your research
▪ Collect information by media, research and interviews (use the Ethnoally app)
▪ Frame your local community and actors to empower and organise in partnerships with place-based
approaches
▪ Use a participatory approach:
▪ Strategic Stakeholders Dialogue (SSD), an integrated methodology of strategy formulation and
implementation, typical of corporate management field 🡪 process-oriented
▪ Transition Management (TM), based on transition research, which draws a governance approach by
involving participatory processes of visioning and experimenting 🡪 goal-oriented
▪ Strategic Transition Practice (STP), based on local communities’ experiments and empowerment, and a
multi-level strategic dialogue (e.g., Living Labs) 🡪 practice-oriented

▪ Share strategical thinking
▪ Propose sustainability transitions
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4. Elements for STP
• Practice-oriented: no single actor’s action, but a process of practices in which the single individual
participates

• Community-led: information, analysis and expertise oriented to support the community to a collective
construction of meaning. Leading role assigned to the community

• Experiment-based: experiments built on agile development and rapid prototyping of ideas, concepts,
products, services, and processes

• Co-design thinking: actively engaging all stakeholders on an equal footing in all phases of development,
encouraging creativity in problem solving and social innovation.

• Collective learning: through the focus on collective learning at the community scale, local action’ freedom to
more radical testing and searching, to establish a more lasting way forward for other communities to follow.
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5. STP 8 building blocks
▪ To guide local promoters,
municipalities,
practitioners, scholars,
community leaders, and
stakeholders to
implement valorisation
projects through a
step-by-step
methodology
▪ To facilitate an ongoing
dialogue between
professionals and citizens.
▪ Flexible and adaptable
process: not mandatory
to start from Block 1 or to
use all blocks
▪ Dynamic and iterative
process: continuous
re-assessment of the
formulated goals and
policies to move closer to
those goals

Preliminary phase
1.
Searchlight
2.
Stakeholder Mapping and
Engagement
Start-up phase
3.
Living Lab Establishment
and organization
4.
Deepening the knowledge
Operational phase
5.
Structuring the options
6.
Choices and construction of
meaning
7.
Experimentation
Reflective phase
8.
Storytelling, evaluation, and
monitoring
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Developing
sustainability visions
of the heritage
management

Building Block 1. Searchlight
• Share your competences in the team and develop the right spirit
• Explore and define your scope for valorization 🡪 formulate the team shared ambitions
• Overview of the strategic opportunities and uncertainties.
• Mapping potential strategic positions from the possible future environment
• Increasing inspiration, energy and feeling of urgency
Some resources: BHAG (https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/big-hairy-audacious-goal-bhag.asp), Strategy 3.0
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2wL6bHtweA), Abell’s business definition model
(https://www.cleverism.com/abells-framework-for-strategic-planning/), etc
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Defining a potential
partnership, work with TM
for empowering
stakeholders

Building Block 2. Stakeholder Mapping and Engagement
• Map stakeholders and target groups, searching for community leaders, visionary, and the
so-called frontrunners (pioneers, niche players)
• Define a potential partnership and identifying groups to empower
• Think how to activate key stakeholders
• Develop sustainability visions of the heritage management
• Organise a transition agenda
Some resources: Stakeholder Mapping 🡪Smaply: https://www.smaply.com/tools/stakeholder-maps; Miro:
https://miro.com/templates/stakeholder-map/) HUL (https://whc.unesco.org/en/hul/), Stakeholder Dialogue
(http://www.mspguide.org/sites/default/files/resource/giz_stakeholder_dialogues_kuenkel.pdf), SSD
(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235320521_Strategic_stakeholder_dialogues_A_discursive_perspective_on_relationship_buildin
g). Stakeholder engagement (https://youmatter.world/en/definition/stakeholder-engagement-meaning-definition-and-strategies/)
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Organising the
partnership, with specific
aims, objectives and
governance procedures

Building Block 3. Living Lab Establishment and organisation
• Suggest a protected environment (the niche), relatively safe and free, able to guarantee
transparency, develop trust and reciprocity, and stimulate the development of creative,
innovative ideas
• Define the initial general goals, structure the approach, and agree the rules of participation
• Promote processes of changing social relations
• Shape relationships with (parts of) the global heritage community, public bodies, and
non-participating organizations
• Trigger transformative social innovations
Some resources: Transition Management (https://www.cbd.int/cooperation/bogis/DL.pdf),
Strategic Transition Practices (Pace 2021,
https://www.ismed.cnr.it/pubblicazioni/ebook/underground_built_heritage_valorisation/underground_built_heritage_valorisation.pdf p.226-229)
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Linking UBH to local
community and
define strategy

Building Block 4. Deepening the knowledge
• Upload data to the online U4V platform
• Identify areas for action and change
• Structure the ‘solution space’ by supporting the “Why?” and “How?” questions, through a
strategic thinking process
• Define strategic options based on the local community’s values, competencies, and ability for
change
• Stimulate local narratives and make interviews
Some resources: Strategic Thinking (https://mintzberg.org/blog/strategic-thinking-as-seeing, https://cmoe.com/glossary/strategic-thinking/); Value
Proposition Analysis (https://jeroenwiersma.com/how-to-analyze-a-value-proposition-example/),
(https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/strategy/value-proposition/) Core competencies (
https://expertprogrammanagement.com/2018/04/core-competencies-model/) , co-creation (http://gonano-project.eu/toolkits-for-co-creation/),
co-design (https://www.beyondstickynotes.com/what-is-codesign)
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Providing technical
support and
stimulating local
creativity

Building Block 5. Structuring the options
• Analyse technological needs to guarantee the sustainability of the co-created options
• Imagine how to access new technologies for UBH conservation and monitoring
• How to create a flow of knowledge exchange and improve technological competencies
and skills at local level?
• Develop multiple strategic options
• Short-list the options, developed in a systematic manner
Some resources: Business Canvas Model (Álvaro Dias, Handbook, https://www.businessmodelsinc.com/about-bmi/tools/business-model-canvas/),
SWOT Analysis ( https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_05.htm), Porter’s generic strategies
(https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newSTR_82.htm)
Handbook (Olbryct, Pierdicca, Aidiner), Zili Li
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Building Block 6. Choices and construction of meaning

Supporting
partnership to
be structured
and
sustainable

• Assess strategic options
• Develop the basic structure of the chosen strategy
• Create specific cultural landscapes, and explore strengths and constraints
• Set alternative strategies, with insight into when to switch to them
• Pilot small projects to experiment options and technologies
• Make realistic choices from the strategic options
• Explain initiative consequences for people, resources, structures, and systems
• Define a detailed business case
Some resources: SSD (Choice), Strategy Evaluation Matrix
(https://www.slideshare.net/Madhuranath/strategy-valuation-matrixframeworkmadhuranathr), Risk and Reward analysis
(https://expertprogrammanagement.com/2011/07/risk-and-reward-analysis/ ), MABA analysis (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWWg2dPSfgI),
Business Canvas Model (Álvaro Dias, Handbook, https://www.businessmodelsinc.com/about-bmi/tools/business-model-canvas/),
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Building Block 7. Experimentation

Supporting
partnership to be
realistic,
performing and
transparent

• Implement plans, policies, and actions for change
• Create various cycles of feedback among different regimes, usually poorly connected, opening
space for innovation more long-term oriented
• Generate new insights regarding the experiment and its direct context, but also regarding the
long-term goals and visions
• Self-confrontation and learning

Some resources: TM (Kemp R., Loorbach D., Rotmans J. (2005), Transition management as a model for managing processes of co-evolution towards
sustainable. The International Journal of Sustainable Development and World Ecology, special issue on “(Co)-Evolutionary approach to sustainable
development”.) Stakeholder Management (https://www.stakeholdermap.com/stakeholder-management.html), Kotter’s eight phases of change
(https://www.kotterinc.com/8-steps-process-for-leading-change/ )
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Building Block 8. Storytelling, evaluation, and
monitoring

Developing sense
of belonging and
providing a
positive attitude
towards
partnership

• Activating a continuous reflexive learning cycle between small experiments
(learning-by-doing) and long-term strategic visions and goals (doing-by-learning)
• Developing storytelling, video, publications, and educational material for the community
• Supporting a development of community sense of belonging and provide a positive
attitude towards partnership
• Organising collective events for a reflection on the initiatives
• Please answer to the following questions:
• Are we achieving the desired strategic vision?
• Have we realised our strategic objectives?

Supporting local
and global
collective
learning

• How can we continue to actively monitor trends and developments?
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Living Lab

6. Filling this
questionnaire
What impact have
your options on the
value, planning and
local community?

Main
Promoter

Fontanell
e
Cemetery
(IT)
Naples
Municipality

Göreme
(TR)

Classic
Karst (SI)

La Unión
(ES)

Dolmen of
Antelas
(PT)

Ayia Napa
Monastery
(CY)

Cameran
o (IT)

Regional
Development

Regional
Development

Murcia
University

University of
Aveiro

Cyprus Institute

Camerano
Municipality

Old
quarries
of Paros
(GR)
Paros
Municipality

Key elements
UBH assets
Community
Values
vulnerability
status
Stakeholders
Planning
framework
Informal
planning exp
Experts and
planners’ roles
Heritage
community
role
Coordination
mechanisms
Living Lab
issues
Outcomes

LL relevant
impact

LL little
impact

LL no
impact
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